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Julianna Byrne

Julianna Byrne is a London-based artist who practices mainly with 
inks, pencil and water and creates ethereal paintings presenting a 
mythical landscape of ferns, flowers, woodland nymphs and 
hypnotic river bathers. 

Her botanical series make reference to traditional botanical 
engravings or pressed flowers, yet are executed using her own 
unique and seemingly effortless style. Julianna also draws a lot of 
her inspiration from the depiction of the female form in ancient 
mythology. 

"Drawing from a fascination with ethereal landscapes, dreamlike 
characters and mythology, my work aims to depict the magical nature of a 
dream or a distant childhood memory” - Julianna Byrne



Bespoke wall hangings 

For the launch of Partnership Editions Home, Julianna has  
created beautiful wall hangings which bring together her 
signature mythical landscapes in a new format. These can also be 
made to order, allowing you to work with Julianna to create the 
perfect piece for your home.

The wall hangings combine intricately painted designs with 
fabric collage on a linen background. These will look wonderful 
above a bed or crib or equally as a statement piece in a living or 
dining room.

“I wanted to create something playful and fluid, wall hangings are 
softer than a painting or a mural. I was inspired by wall hangings from 
various cultures, I love how such a simple composition can be used to 
tell stories and folklore.” - Julianna Byrne



A bespoke commission is a collaborative process, where you’re 
able to create the perfect piece for you that also reflects 
Julianna’s signature style.

To help you build your perfect wall hanging, we’ve created a 
step-by-step process to guide you through the different 
decisions you’ll need to make:

● Pick from two sizes 

● Choose your favourite elements to add to your wall 
hanging

The process



Available Sizes

Small

Large

Dimensions Approx. 100 x 70 cm

Elements Choose up to 3 elements

Price £750

Dimensions Approx. 100 x 150 cm

Elements Choose up to 5 elements

Price £1,000



Botanical elements



Celestial elements



Animal and figurative elements



Contact

Eleanor Hall
eleanor@partnershipeditions.com

+44 7748 633 640

For more information or to discuss a 
wall hanging commission, 

please contact:

mailto:eleanor@partnershipeditions.com

